SOCIAL & EMOTIONAL LEARNING SUMMIT
VISION TO ACTION

“Ensure the well-being of students and activate your vision for SEL”

- Shelley Berman

Free for 2021-2022 SEL Cohort registration teams; $400 for non-cohort registration teams.

Register Here
https://www.aasa.org/SELSummit2021/

Questions? Contact Us Here
eliza.drummond@aasa.org
SEL COHORT SUMMIT: VISION TO ACTION

JULY 20 & 21, 2021

AASA’s SEL Cohort will launch the 2021-22 year with a two-day virtual summit, Vision to Action, on July 20th and 21st. Designed for district teams, the two days will offer a deep dive into issues of vision, implementation planning and progress monitoring.

The summit will include plenary sessions with an opportunity to hear from experts in the field and superintendents who have been leading the work, as well as sessions for districts to learn from each other as communities of practice. Time is also allotted for district teams to meet, debrief the sessions and design implementation plans they can carry into the school year. The goal of the summit is to help the teams activate their unique district visions for SEL by developing or refining their implementation plans for the 2021-22 school year.

PRE-SUMMIT PREPARATION

Plenary Sessions
Open to all who register from participating districts.

Communities of Practice
There has never been a more critical time for effectively implementing SEL to support students’ well-being and learning than now.

Preparation for Districts
Each district team should bring their vision statement and a single PowerPoint slide depicting an artifact or picture that represents where they are in their implementation of SEL.
AGENDA

DAY 1 – July 20, 11:00 am – 5:30 pm Eastern Time

Session 1:
Articulating a Vision of SEL for Your District

Opening Keynote:
Linda Darling-Hammond – A Vision for Comprehensive SEL Programming

Session 2:
Planning for Implementation – Part 1 – A panel of leaders from nonprofit organizations that work intensively with districts in the field share their insights about strategies that support successful implementation or address implementation impediments.

DAY 2 – July 21, 11:00 am – 5:30 pm Eastern Time

Session 3:
Planning for Implementation – Part 2 – Superintendents participating in CASEL’s Collaborative District Initiative (CDI) discuss their experiences and insights into successful implementation strategies.

Session 4:
Assessing and Monitoring Progress – Leaders of assessment and evaluation organizations discuss strategies for effectively monitoring progress of SEL implementation.

Session 5:
Pulling It All Together – Districts share their plans for moving forward

SPONSORS

Chan Zuckerberg Initiative
RIGHT AT SCHOOL
Lightspeed
SEL SUMMIT SPEAKERS

KEYNOTES

Linda Darling-Hammond
Charles E. Ducommun Professor of Education Emeritus at Stanford University and founding president of the Learning Policy Institute

Jorge Aguilar
Superintendent of the Sacramento City Unified School District

Dimitry Anselme
Executive Program Director for Professional Learning & Educator Support at Facing History & Ourselves

Sheldon Berman
AASA’s Lead Superintendent for Social-Emotional Learning

Dawn Bridges
AASA SEL Cohort Program Lead

Peter Brunn
Vice President for Organizational Learning at the Center for the Collaborative Classroom

Larry Dieringer
Executive Director of Engaging Schools

Eric Gordon
Chief Executive Officer of the Cleveland Metropolitan School District

Lora Hodges
Executive Director of the Center for Responsive Schools

Kyla Johnson-Trammell
Superintendent of the Oakland Unified School District

Diana Lay
Account Director with Panorama Education

Clark McKown
President of xSEL Labs

Dave Paunesku
Co-founder and Executive Director of PERTS

Leila Richey Nuland
Managing Director for K12 Research at Hanover Research

Melissa Schlinger
Vice President of Practice and Programs at the Collaborative for Academic, Social and Emotional Learning (CASEL)

Mort Sherman
Associate Executive Director for the Leadership Network at AASA